EASY TYPING - PRIVACY POLICY

Easy Typing- Privacy Policy Last updated: April 18, 2016
This privacy policy governs your use of the software application ____________________ for
mobile devices that was created by ____________________. The Application is developed
keeping in mind, the children with autism and other special needs. The app has three levels for kids
with different levels of functioning. The 'Beginner' and 'Advanced' levels provide a custom
keyboard with larger keys and key highlight feature for easy focusing. The Expert level provides
the device keyboard. The user can use a list of Dolch words or can add words in a custom list of
words.

Your Consent
By accessing and/or using the services in the app, you agree to the terms and conditions set forth in
this privacy policy. If you disagree to any terms provided herein, you may not access or use the
service.

Offline Use
Easy Typing allows the use of its services offline. Offline use of the services will preclude the
collection of any information pertaining to you and/or your use of the services (including, as
applicable, information pertaining to your child and their use) by any third parties or the developer.

Online use
This app does not collect any information from its users. Some information may nonetheless be
collected by third party services used by the app. The app does not allow third parties to collect
information that may identify an individual, nor does it allow to collect any information of private
or sensitive nature.

Direct Marketing and Advertising
This app does not link any advertisements from third party advertisers.

Cookies and Local Storage
When you access or use the service, we may use industry wide technologies, such as 'cookies' (or
similar technologies), which store certain information on your device ('local storage'), and which
will allow for automatic activation of certain features, and make your service experience much
more convenient and effortless. The app collects and stores configuration data for custom
configuration of your app in your device local storage. None of the data is transferred to any third
parties at any time.
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Contact Us
If you have any questions or comments concerning this privacy policy, you are most welcome to
send us an email to the following address srivastava.pooja20@gmail.com.
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